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SUBJECT: Licensee Event Report

Limerick Generating Station - Unit 1 '

This LER reports an actuation of the Primary Containment and Reactor Vessel
isolation Control, System (PCRVICS), an Engineered Safety feature actuation. -

initiated by the Steam Leak Detection System, that resulted in a Resctor Water
Cleanup (RWCU)Systemisolation. The isolation was caused by an increase in the

,

RWCU System Regenerative Heat Exchanger room temperature beyond its isolation !
setpoint due to steam leaks from two RWCU System valves,

t
Reference: Docket No. 50-352 ;

Report, Number: 1-90-015 i

Revision Nu;:iber: 00
Event Date: August 13, 1990
Report Octe: September 12, 1990
Facility: Limerick Generating Station

P.O. Box A, Sanatoga, PA 19464 -

t

lhis LER is bein9 submit'.ed pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR
S0.73(d)(2)(iv).

Very truly you s, '

. - pr ,

M J. McCormic , Jr.
,, , , ,

DCS:cah

cc: T. T. Martin, Administrator, Region 1. USNRC
T. J. Kenny, USNRC Senior Resident inspector, LGS
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On August 13, 1990, at 1935 hourst an actuation of the Group 111 Primary,

| Containment and Reactor Vessel isolation Control System (PCRVICS) occurred, an
| Engineered Safety feature (ESf) actuation, initiating a Reactor Water Cleanup

(RWCU) system isolation. The PCRVICS isolation was initiated when the Steam
teak Detection System (Div:sions 1 and 4) detected high temperatures in the RWCU
system regenerative heat exchanger room. Operations personnel reset the PCRVICS
isolation at 0324 hours on August 14, 1990. The cause of the high area
temperature was found to be steam leakage past the seats of two normally closed
vent line drain valves in the RWCU system. A four hour notification was made to

'

the NRC at 2127 hours on August 13, 1990 in accordance with the requirements of
| 10CfR 50e7?(b)(2)(ii) since this event resulted in an automatic actuation of an

ESF. The leaking valves were replaced and the RWCU system was returned to
| service. The RWCU system isolated as designed in response to the high RWCU

system rf'enerative heat exchanger room temperature as sensed by the Steam Leak
Detection System. The RWCU system was isolated for 2 days and 12 hours. The
reactor coolant conductivity and chloride concentration increased but remained
within the limits specified t,y the Limerick Generating Station Unit 1 Technical
Specifications. A review is being performed by station personnel to determine
the need for adaitional actions (beyond the valve replacementi :o prevent.

recurrence,
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Unit 1 Cond.tions Prior to the Event:

|;

Operating Condition: 1 (Pewer Operation)
Power Level: 92% '

!
,

Description of the Event:
|

.

On August 13, 1990, at 1935 hours, an actuation of the Group 111 Primary
Containment and Reactor Vessel isolation Control System (PCRVICS. Ells:JM) ioccurred, an Engineered Safety feature (ESf) actuation, initiating a Reactor :
WaterCleanup(RWCU, Ells:CE)systemisolation. The RWCU system inboard and ;

outboard primary containment isolation valves (Ells:VLV) (HV-44-lF001 and HV-44- t
if004) closed as designed upon receipt of the isolation signal,

lhe PCRVICS isolation was initiated when the Steam Leak Detection System
(Ells:lJ) (Divisions 1 and 4) detected high temperatures in the RWCU system

;

regenerative heat exchanger room above the 121 degrees f trip setpoint.
Operations personnel then reset the PCRVICS isolation at 0024 hours on August
14, 1990 in accordance with General Plant procedure, GP-8, " Primary and

iSecondary Containment isolation Verification and Reset " upon determination that
the high regenerative heat exchanger room temperature was caused by steam 't

leaking past the seats of two RWCU system drain valves. The RWCU system
remained out of service until the cause of the high area temperature was
corrected.

,

A four hour notification was made to the NRC at 2127 hours on August-13, 1990 in. "

accordancewiththerequirementsof10CfR50.72(b)(2)(li)sincethisevent rresulted in an automatic actuation of an ESt. This report is being submitted in
accordancewiththerequirementsof10CfR50.i3(a)(2)(iv).

L
i
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|' gnsequencesoftheEvent:

| The consequences of this event were minimal. There was no detectable release of
radioactive material to the environment as a result of this event. The RWCU

,

system isolated as designed in response to a high RWCU system regenerative heat ;

exchanger room temperature as sensed by the Steam Leak Detection System.
,

L lhe.RWCU system was isolated for 2 days and 12 hours. During the interval that
the RWCU system was affected by this event, reactor coolant conductivity (an

,

indicatorofreactorwaterpurity)andchlorideconcentrationincreased. These
,
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increased levels resulted in a condition for entry into Action Level 1.of plant
i

Chemistry (CH) procedure CH-1010. " Chemistry Sampling, Analysis and Calibration
Schedule." Action Level 1 is an administrative limit which requires corrective i

action to reduce the increased reactor water chemistry parameters (in this case i

conductivity and chloride concentration) within a 96-hour' operating time limit
or develop a further action plan. The 96. hour operating time limit was not ;
exceeded because the leaking RWCU system valves were replaced and the RWCU ',

system was returned to service within 4 hours after entry into Action Level 1. *

1he reactor coolant conductivity and chloride concentration remained within the
limits specified by the Limerick Generating Station (LGS) U, nit 1 Technical
Specifications (TS) during the entire event. The reactor coolant chemistry

,

returned to pre-event levels 4.5 hours tollowing restoration of the RWCU system
to operation.

.

Cause or the Event-
,

The cause of this event was determined to be steam leakage past the seats of two
normally closed RWCU system manual valves, 44-1052 and 44-1053, located in vent
lines.within the regenerative heat exchanger room. These valves had previously *

experienced steam leakage which was a contributory factor in a p:ior RWCU system
isolation (refertoLGSLERl-90-014,datedAugust6,1990). The leaking steam
created a high temperature condition in the RWCU system regenerative heat
exchanger room causing the Steam Leak Detection System to actuate a RWCU system ,

isolation. The valves were reseated following the previous RWCU system >

lsolation reported in LER 1-90 014 and were scheduled for corrective maintenai.cs
during the next Unit 1 outage of sufficient duration. The Unit 1. Third
Refueling OuNe was scheduled for 1 month later. The decision to repair t;ie
valves a* a sater date was based on several factors, the primary consie ration
being the avoidance of a RWCU system shutdown and startup and the resulting
pressure and temperature transients. These transients would be just Os severe
and potentially detrimental to system components as a system isolation. An
ddditional consideration Was that the previous isolation was determined N bc
caused by the combination of a lack of normal Reactor Enclosure ventilatior
during performance of a Surveillance Tesc (ST), high outside air tem ratt.rt.
and the steam leaks from these valves. Therefore, the steam leaks were
considered to be small enough to tolerate as long as normal Reac or toclosure
ventilation was in service, following the previous isolation, the temperatures
of the regenerative heat exchanger room were being recorded by Operations
personnel and monitored by the System Engineer to check for long term upward
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trends. The temperatures had stabilized over a two-week period at a maximum of
115 degrees F indicating that the steam leak had not increased. Subsequent to
the monitoring, further unexpected degradation of these valves caused an.
increase in the regenerative heat exchanger room temperature resulting in the
RWCU system isolation'.

Corrective Actions:
4

'

following the RWCU system isolation, Operations personnel verified that the RWCU-
system responded in accordance with its design. The PCRVICS isolatior, was reset
on August 14, 1990, at 0024 hours. The RWCU system remained isolated during
investigation and correction of the cause of the isolation. The leaking valves
were replaced. Following completion of the replacement, the RWCU system was
returned to servic'e utilizing system operating procedure S44.7.C. " Reactor Water
Cleanup Delayed Hot Startup " on August 16, 1990, at 0730 hours.

Action $TakentoPreventRecurrence:

The replacement of the RWCU system valves, 44-1052 and 44-1053 has reduced
ambient temperature in the regenerative heat exchanger room to a range of 100 to,

105 degrees, which is considered normal for the current outside air
temperatures.

| A Routine Test, (RT-6-104-900-1, "HP Key Controlled /RWP Controlled Room
'

-Inspection") is performed periodically to nonitor high radj;r'in areas, such as
the regenerative heat exchanger room, to identify system o 21 leaks. These
leaking valves were already identifled and scheduled for replacement therefore|

| performance of: the RT could not have prevented this occurrence. Area
| temperatures are recorded each shift as part of the performance of ST-6-107-590-
| 1, " Daily Surveillance Log /0PCONs 1,2,3." When high temperatures are recorded
| the app'ropriate group (s) are notified to facilitate response to a potential
" . degradation.

| The affected RWCU system valves, 44-1052 and 44-1053 had been replaced on July
4,1987 due- to steam leakage past their seats. A review by station personnel

:will be performed by February 28, 1932, to determine if additional actions
.should be taken to increase the reliability of these valves. Any significant i
ddditional aClions identified will be included in a revision to this report.
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Previous Similar Occurrences:,

~

l.ER 1-90-014 reported a RWCU system isolativn on high regenerative heat
exchanger room temperature due to a combination of steem leakage past system.

valvec 44-1052 and 44-1053, high outside temperatures, and removal of.the normal
Reactor Enclosure ventilation system from service. Replacement of these valvess

was planned.and, had the replacement been completed prior to this isolation, it
would have prevented this isolation,

Tracking Codes: 817 - Deficient Equipment
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